
Smart bra only unlocks for true love. 
 
 
The True Love Tester bra automatically unhooks itself when it senses the woman feeling true 
love.  
 

 
A Japanese firm has created a high-tech bra called the True Love Tester that literally snaps 
open only when it senses that the woman is in love. Lingerie maker Ravijour developed the bra 
as part of a campaign to celebrate the company's 10th anniversary. Featuring embedded 
sensors and a high-tech clasp, the True Love Tester bra connects to a smartphone app via 
Bluetooth. Sensors monitor the woman's heart rate and the app analyses the received data to 
figure out whether the woman is in the grip of true love. 
 
The designers point out that the type of excitement a woman feels when she's in love is 
distinguishable from other types of excitement. Presumably that spares the wearer from her 
bra dropping off at the sight of her favourite snack, but might not be very convenient if she's 
rushing to a lunch date to meet her true love. 
 
The bra's makers do seem to take measuring true love quite seriously, though. There's a 
graph in the promotional video that plots the woman's heart rate alongside shopping, jogging, 
watching horror movies, flirting, getting a surprise gift and eating spicy food. The bra's clasp 
comes undone automatically, but only when the "true love rate" exceeds a particular value. It 
can't be unhooked otherwise, as the video demonstrates. 
 
Significant others might want to stand a little back if the system does give the all-clear, 
however, as the sensitive bra almost flies off in all the excitement, as shown in the video 
below. 

http://www.gizmag.com/true-love-bra/30662/pictures


 
 
If this sounds like the underwear for you, you'll be disappointed to learn that there are no plans 
to sell the love-bra. 
 
Click HERE to see the video. 
 
 

http://youtu.be/B8Wd831gUt4

